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discuss the following topics which may be of interest to

you and to the Saturne program:

A* Status of the Polarized Bean Project

B. Accumulator/Booster Ring

and bring you up* to date on the status of the colliding beam accelera-

tor (CBA).

A. Status of the Polarized Beam Project

The project may be broken down into three sections: 1) the front

jnd consisting of the source, RFQV and transfer line; 2) the resonance

correcting devices consisting of fast quadrupoles, dipoles, and slow

multipoles; 3) the polarimeters consisting of a 20 keV polarimeter, a

200 MeV polarimeter, an internal polarimefer, and an external bean

polarimeter.

1. Front End

I The colliding atomic beam principle developed at the University

| of Wisconsin in Madison,1 converts polarized thermal hydrogen atoms

e m into polarized negative hydrogen ions by colinear interactions with

£ m an energetic neutral cesium beam. Figure 1 shows the principle of .

g § this method. The system consists of a molecular hydrogen dissoci-

"J5 ̂ .jj ator, sextupole magnets, rf induced transition units and a cesiua

5**^5 beam ionizer. Preliminary operation of the system h a s ^ t f n a d 0*5

B 1 1 JIA of polarized H— per milliampere of neutral c e A A ^ j ^ ^ ( J 9 % r of

£ » „ 2 to 3 improvement in this ratio is expected wheriWn/conponents,

8s« in particular the atomic beam components, are optimized. A cesium

Z • 2 source capable of 10-15 aA of cesiua is now under construction.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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using aluminum vanes. High power testing with copper plated steel

vanes and with an H source have been planned for late summer 1983.

Final installation and operation should be complete by December

1983. _

c) Transfer Line •

The beam transport from the source to the JlFQ consists of two

EINZEL lenses and three quadrupoles. Emittance measuring silts, a

Faraday cup and a 20 keV polar itneter are included in this linv. A

10"7 Torr vacuum will be maintained. All major components are

under construction and should be completed by the end of this sua-

taer.

2. Resonance Correcting Devices

Although higher order depolarizing resonances have been ob-

served at the Z6S and at Saturne, we are primarily correcting for the

"intrinsic" and "imperfection" resonances and we feel that we will have

sufficient redundance in our correction hardware to apply to any exotic

resonances that nay appear. ~"

We plan to cross resonances by fast passage and not rely on

"spin-flip". For this purpose, 12 ferrlte quadrupole:; (one for each

AGS superperiod) were constructed by the University of Michigan, These

have been described previously2 so that we will only mention that they

produce a 2 usec 2500 ampere pulse with a 3 msec decay time. These

have all been electrically tested and 4 of them with their aluninized

ceramic vacuum chambers are now installed in the AGS ring. The alumi-

num coating will have about 962 transmission for the quadrupole pulse

(f - 125 KHz) and a 992 attenuation for accelerated bean (f * 4 MHz)

interaction with the ferrite.

For the imperfection resonances we will generate a harmonic

correction at the appropriate energy using 96 existing dipole magnets.

The strengths of these resonances were calculated assuming a EMS oagnet

misalignment of 0.1 mm which generates orbit distortions of & few VA

(observed in*the AGS). The dipole fields have been designed to correct

up to 3.3 times this error at 25 GeV. This factor increases at lower

energies. The alignment of the AGS to the order of 1 on should J-hen be

adequate. A survey of the ACS was recently completed and the closure

of the survey in going around the ring was of the order of 1/4 aa.
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Figure 2 - AGS resonances.

Figure 2 shows the reso-

nances In the ACS. If "spin-flip"

works as well in the ASS as it did

at Saturn*, we should be able to get

to 10 CeV/c without corrections and

with only a 10% loss of polarization.

The third element of our corrections

are the multipoles which consist of 12

vertical sextupolee, 12 horizontal

quadrupoles, and 12 vertical quadru-

poles with a slow rise tine (order of

milliseconds). The sextupoles will be

used to provide a flat vertical beta-

tron tune as a function of radius at

the intrinsic resonances so that all

particles will experience the same

tune si.ift. For the strongest reso-

nance we would like to make tune

changes of the order of 0.25 to 0.30*

With the AGS nominal tune of 8.75, we

would normally hit integer or half-

integer resonances at v = 9.0 and 8.5.

In order to avoid this, we plan to use

the slow AGS tune shifting quadrupoles

to give us more "headroom". An ex-

ample of this manipulation of betatron

tune space is shown in Figure 3 where

we turn on a slow quad pulse so that the basic AGS time is shifted by

about 0.1 in the opposite direction to the fast tune shift. The slow

quad can be turned off fast and is approximately off by the time the

fast pulse is off and the AGS tune is back to its nominal value.

All of the correcting magnet and quadrupoles are on hand and

power supplies for the fast quads and dipoles are under construction.

Figure 3 - Slow quad effect.



3. Polarlmeters

a) 20 keV Polarimeter

The 20 keV polarimeter is being constructed by Yale University

and testing should be completed this summer. It will be bench

tested with the H- source shortly thereafter.

b) 200 MeV Polarimeter

This polarimeter was constructed by Rice University and will be

used to -continuously monitor the H- beam polarization before in-

jection into the AGS. It uses a PC 1 2 reaction to provide a IX

absolute measurement of the beam polarization. The complete as-

sembly was tested at the Indiana cyclotron last December and will

be Installed in the HEBT line as soon as possible. Figure 4 shows

a plan view of the target box and spectrometer.

c) Internal Polarimeter

This polariseter3 will

be used to measure beam

polarization during the--'

acceleration cycle. A

0.003" nylon fiber target

will be swung into the

circulating bean at a rate

of about 1 M/sec before and

after resonances to allow

us to correct the de-

polarization at each

resonance. This will ana-

ylze p-p elastic scattering

froa the 10% H_ in the

nylon. The fiber on a

spool containing about a KM

of nylon will also move at

a velocity of about 1 M/sec

so that heating and radi-

ation damage will be at

reasonable levels. The Figure 5 - Internal polarioeter target.

Figure 4 - 200 MeV polarimeter.
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apling time will range from a few msec to 50 mesec where the 50

msec will occur on a nini flat-top. This longer tine aay be

necessary so that the instantaneous rates in our counters are nan-,

ageable. We have produced such flat-tops and have run the rf atjt

few hundred volts during this time so that a good duty cycle spill

is available. Figure 5 shows an elevation view of the target mech-

anism.

B. Accumulator/Booster Sing

Since the normal ACS physics program uses ~ 1013 protons per pulse,

there are scheduling conflicts with a polarized proton program at 1-4 x 10*®

ppp. In order to alleviate this problem and maximize the AGS efficiency, an

ultimate goal of 10 1 3 polarized protons per pulse is desirable. Although

ion source R&D is being conducted in a number of laboratories and there are

a number of promising new ideas, it will take some time before these can be

realized. A method to partially realize our goal is available because the

BNL 200 MeV linac is capable of Impulses per second and since there is

about 2.5 seconds between AGS pulses, one could accumulate during this time

and increase the AGS intensity to 1 0 n - 10 1 2 polarized protons per pulse.

With this in mind, an accumulator ring with the following parameters has

been designed. The design is such that the machine could also be used as a

booster with a 10~ repetition rate and acceleration to 1 GeV. This would

increase the normal proton AGS intensity to ~ 10*"* per pulse and would be a

copious source of kaons and anti-protons.

Accumulator/Booster Parameters

Energy

Injection 200 MeV

Maximum 1000 MeV

Lattice

Circumference 1.34.52 m (1/6 AGS)

Periodicity 18

Number of Cells 18 FODO

Cell Length 7,473 a

Phase Adv/Cell 94*
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Number of Dipoles (angle)

Edge

Length (iron)

Field

Number of Quadrupoles

Aperture

Length (iron)

Field Gradient

Vacuum

Max. Pressure

Chamber Inside Dimensions

4.7

12/2 m

2 D

4.55

Number of Stations

Harmonic Number

Peak RF Voltage

Synchronous Phase Angle

Capture

Transfer

Acceleration (future)
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Cood Field Region

Field (Inj/Max.)

Quadrupole

Number

Length (iron)
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Pole Tip Field

Injection Line

1

2

18 kV

0°

5°

30°
-

18

75*778.25" (199 cm)

3.25"

> 7"

3.73 kG/9.82 kG

36

20"

8" «

3.7 kG

8 (16-1/2°)

4° each end

75"

7 kG

13

8" 4
24"

1 kG/Inch

2O~9 Totr
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Hie estimated cost. Including conventional construction, hardware, and

effort is about $6M. This is scheduled over a three-year construction peri-

od which could possibly start in 1984*

I would like to finish with a few words' on the status of the CBA* The

Laboratory has decided that the CBA should be a proton-proton collider op-

erating at 400 GeV x 400 GeV* Though modest savings in cost could be made

with the ep or heavy ion option, it was not considered sufficient to offset

the decrease in physice potential of a high luminosity proton machine.

Indeed, these options could be natural future extensions of the CBA.

Technically, the major problem of oagnets has been solved* A full cell

of six dipoles ani two quadrupoles was powered to full operating current of

3770 amperes which corresponds to a 52.8 kG field. The temperature was

4.1°K which is somewhat higher than the 3.8°X operating temperature of the

CBA. The time required to cool down the cell was about three days* The

string has been cycled to full field as. the maximum CBA operating ranp rate

of 8A/sec. In addition, eight successive dipoles met stringent field quali-

ty design specifications and one was slightly outside the 3a limit In only

one harmonic. All nine of these magnets could be used in the CBA from the

field quality standpoint. It is now felt that essentially all technical

problems are under control and that if reasonable funding is provided, the

machine could be finished within five years.
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